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States, cities and enterprises are facing an unprecedented development 
opportunities and challenges, while the information technology as the main 
representative's modern science technology is rapidly developing, the knowledge 
economy is emerging rapidly, and the economic globalization tendency is even more 
obvious. In the economic globalization, logistics as advanced organization and 
management technique, has become "the third profit source" following outside the 
production and marketing. 
Xiamen Qianchang Railway Logistics Park is a logistics park of large-scale 
railway freight yard as the core. The logistics park is located at southwest of Jimei 
Administrative Region, its east is Xinglin area, north is  Guankou electromechanical 
industrial zone, west is bordered on Maluan area, south is close to Maluan Wetland 
Park. The layout area covers 7.22 square kilometers, touching Jiguan road at west 
direction, touching Western Expressway at south direction, touching Guanxing road at 
east direction, touching Guanxing road link at north direction. Xiamen Qianchang 
Railway large freight yard is the first project in logistics part, the layout area covers 
3.8 square kilometers, with excellent geographical location and developed transport 
network. The logistics park mainly serves Xiamen, Zhangzhou, Quanzhou, Jiangxi 
and eastern Guangdong, also Taiwan Strait trade. 
In March 2006, experts from the Ministry of Railways Group had conducted a 
special research on logistics industry in Xiamem, Fuzhou and Nanchang, they 
considered that logistics industry in Xiamen has many obvious advantages, such as, 
development policy environment, government support, land reservation control, 
logistics industry scope and service level. It turned out the Xiamen Qianchang 
Railway large freight yard project. The project will also  give full play to operating 
performance of the three railway, Fuxia railway, longxia railway and Xiazhen railway, 
start the construction of Xiamen Qianchang Railway Logistics Park. Xiamen 
Municipal Party Committee Standing Committee approved the project and overall 















Bureau and the leadership of Fujian Province visited and researches the field visits, 
research many times. 
Logistics demand analysis and competitive analysis is essential modern 
logistics planning. This thesis carries out a study as following four fields: 
1. Analyzing domestic and foreign logistics development, including the 
development process, the status quo, logistics management system, the role of 
enterprises and government. Analyzing Chinese logistics industry development, the 
railway freight yard to play a core role in the logistics park, and the main problems 
Chinese logistics park construction. 
2. Xiamen Qianchang Logistics Park demand analysis and forecast. Explaining 
the definition and characteristic of logistics demand, identifying the attracting area in 
logistics park. Carrying out economic development and industrial structural analysis 
and logistics demand analysis concerning logistics park attracting area. Quantitatively 
predicting freight volume and logistics capacity in logistics park by using forecasting 
model and selecting indicators. Prediction conclusion shows that demand for logistics 
area is strong increasingly, modern logistics has enormous potential opportunity, and 
the logistics market calls for modern logistics. 
3. Xiamen Qianchang Railway Logistics Park SWOT competitive analysis. 
4.Xiamen Qianchang Railway Logistics Park targeting and operating 
countermeasures. 
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